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Zusammenfassung (Executive Summary)


1 Scope of Document

The present report contains the extended and revised version of the abstracts collection of the presentations given at the final international workshop of the DLR-project RAiCe (Remote Airport traffic Control Center, 2008 - 2012), held on November 30 2012 in Braunschweig. The RaiCe presentations are complemented by two external contributions, from the Swedish ANSP LFV and company Frequentis, representing the industrial perspective on Remote Tower research and development.

The RaiCe workshop was a satellite event of the Second SESAR Innovation Days (SID 2012, Nov. 27-29) which was held in Braunschweig, following the first one in Toulouse 2011. One of the RaiCe validation results papers was presented at SID2012 and is also included in the present report for completeness, besides inclusion in the SID2012 proceedings.

In addition to the collection of extended abstracts and an introduction, besides some general references a list of the publications of the DLR Remote Tower Group (time frame 2002 – 2012) is provided. A list of the workshop participants is added as part of the Appendix.
2 Introduction

Since about ten years an increasing interest is observed worldwide in remote control of small airports. It is connected with the paradigm change in air transportation due to the growth of low cost carriers and the corresponding increased usage of small airports which nevertheless require controlled airspace provided by ANSP’s. Cost constraints require new ideas and concepts to meet these requirements, and the control of one or more small airports from a remote location without direct visual surveillance from a local tower is one of these visions. A control center for remote airport/runway/apron surveillance (Remote Tower Operation, RTO) could also provide a significant contribution to the "Clustered Runway" or "Runway Network" ideas formulated within the SESAR target concept D3, with the goal of increasing ATM system efficiency.

Realizing this situation the DLR initialized in 2002 the Virtual Tower (ViTo) concept study (2002 – 2004, winner of the first DLR Visionary Projects Competition. It addressed questions of using Augmented Vision and Virtual Reality (VR) in the control tower for supporting controllers decision making, and replacing the conventional tower building by a control center without direct visual surveillance as long-term goal. The origin of the Virtual Tower idea can be traced back to early contacts and visits at the Advanced Displays Lab (Steve Ellis) at NASA Ames with focus on Augmented Reality/Enhanced Vision in the tower ([1][2], see general references) which eventually led to a research cooperation with NASA-Ames [38][40][47].

The initial ViTo- study was followed by the project RApTOR (Remote Airport Tower Operation research, 2005 - 2007) which aimed at the intermediate step of remote control of small airports. Based on the RapTOR results the goal of realizing a RTO-center demonstrator for verification of long distance high resolution video transmission, validation of essential functions of single small airport RTO, and investigation of multiple airport surveillance from a RTO-center was pursued within the follow-up project RAiCe, the topic of the present workshop. For the validation trials under RAiCe WP 4 a close cooperation between DLR and DFS was initialized in 2010 (Remote Airport Cooperation, RAiCon).

Within about the same time frame Company Saab together with the Swedish ANSP LFV started activities towards centralized remote control of Swedish airports under the headline "Remotely Operated Tower (ROT)". A demonstrator facility was realized in Malmö for initial verification and validation of remote control of a distant airport. This development was continued within the 6th Framework EC project ART (Advanced Remote Tower). Since 2010 under the Single European Sky SESAR Joint Undertaking, Project 6.9.3, the NORACON consortium with Saab, LFV, and other partners continued the Swedish RTO development and validation. Within SESAR project 6.8.4 the German ANSP DFS together with DLR started a complimentary validation project in 2012 which continues work package 4 (field tests and initial validation) of DLR project RAiCe. Results and analysis of the DLR-DFS validation trials at Erfurt airport are part of the initial SESAR 6.8.4 validation phase and complement the NORACON trials. An overview on the DLR Remote Tower activities is given in the following sketch:

![Time Line](sketch.png)

Several requirements for "Future ATM Concepts for the Provision of Aerodrome Control Service" have been formulated by the International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers Associations (IFATCA), such as:

The controller shall be provided with at least the same level of surveillance as currently provided by visual observation

Controllers shall be involved in the development of aerodrome control service concepts

"Requirements for RTO are beyond capabilities of today’s electronic airport surveillance systems", however:

"a combination of electronic surveillance, optical surveillance and advanced decision support tools may satisfy the Remote Airport Traffic Service requirements".

Citing [38]: “While many current towers on ASMGCS-equipped airports, even some at busy airports like London-Heathrow, can continue to operate totally without controllers ever seeing controlled aircraft under contingency conditions, it is clear from controller interviews that usually numerous out-the-window visual features are used for control purposes. In fact, these visual features go beyond those required for aircraft detection, recognition, and identification. Potentially important additional visual features identified by controllers in interviews involve subtle aircraft motion (for further references see "RAiCe publication list)." The importance of direct visual surveillance for creation of a complete situational awareness, resolution of ambiguities in complex situations, and decision making with minimized error probability requires more basic investigations and computational modeling of perception problems, and advanced psychophysical methods and data analysis, e.g. eye tracking and detection theory.

At this workshop essential results of the four main workpackages of the DLR project RAiCe are presented (Scenarios & work analysis, algorithms (for image processing) & simulation, experimental system & demonstrator, field testing & shadow mode trials) including live demonstrations of the experimental videopanorama system at the DFS-controlled Erfurt Airport, and demonstrations of the RTO simulation facility. In addition the Swedish approach to RTO/ROT and an industrial prototype solution from company Frequentis/Austria will be presented.

Following a RAiCe-project overview by Norbert Fürstenau, work analysis and requirements for RTC will be presented by Anne Papenfuß. She was also the responsible project manager for a detailed multiple airport workload study including simulation trials (DFS contract).

The results of the previous RapTOr project demonstrated the technical feasibility of the visual surveillance component of RTO systems, realized by high resolution live video reconstruction of the out of the tower view with minimized delay. Besides radio communication and approach radar the latter is often the controllers only information source for the traffic situation on small airports. Based on the detailed requirement analysis a new high-resolution HD-format panorama camera and Display system was constructed at the DFS controlled airport Erfurt for validation under passive shadow-mode conditions from an RTO work position with a standard DFS operator console. It served for direct comparison of the RTO workplace with the conventional tower condition. Markus Schmidt as chief engineer and leader of the DLR-DFS cooperation RAiCon (2010-2012) will report on this new experimental RTO-system.

The RAiCe software development with improved performance as compared to the original RApTOr system at Braunschweig airport will be presented by Michael Rudolph. A live RTO-live demo with the Erfurt airport traffic situation will complement these experimental aspects.

An important part of the RAiCe project is the new RTC simulation facility which served for serveral simulation campaigns addressing high fidelity human-in-the-loop simulations with single RTO and multiple RTO (RTC) scenarios as well as specific questions like video frame rate requirements using part-task simulations. Sebastian Schier and Sandro Lorenz will present a demonstration of the fast time and real time simulation facilities.

As an example for a highly ambitious simulation campaign Christoph Möhlenbrink will present results of a workload study based on human-in-the-loop simulations with domain experts (DFS tower controllers). In a simulator study a RTC work environment was realized for controlling two regional airports. In a three-factor experimental design different work organizations and their effects on workload were investigated. In addition, expert observers identified safety critical ATC situations.

Another simulation experiment showed the potential of deriving technical requirement data from part task simulations involving dual choice decision tasks. This talk was presented by N. Fürstenau during the SESAR Innovation days, immediately preceding the RAiCe workshop. It addresses derivation of video frame rate requirements from dynamic scenarios using psychophysical detection theory and Bayes inference. These methods are presently also used for deriving objective RTO performance
criteria from decision data of the validation trials (accepted for publication [48], and see below: contribution by M. Friedrich)

The digital live reconstruction of the tower out-of-windows view offers a large potential for automation and controller decision support, e.g. by movement detection (image processing), data fusion (e.g. video and radar or GPS-ADSB) and PTZ-camera tracking. A working example of this kind was demonstrated already within the previous RTO-project. The challenging task is to turn these options into reliable and operationally useful tools. W. Halle and I. Ernst (DLR branch for Optical Sensing Systems) present results of their work on problems and achievements within this area of research.

The RAiCe validation experiments were prepared and realized within the DLR-DFS cooperation project RAiCon. The DLR-test aircraft was used to perform reproducible operational scenarios and aircraft maneuvers during aerodrome circling within the Erfurt-airport control zone. This allowed for direct comparison of controller performance under tower and remote conditions and for quantitative data analysis using subjective and objective metrics. Maik Friedrich was in charge of planning and preparing the experiments including data collection and organizing the evaluation, and he presents initial analysis of the experimental results, in partial fulfillment of a deliverable for SESAR project 6.8.4.

Two external contributions complement the RAiCe project topics. Göran Lindquist (LFV) presents the Swedish approach to ROT (Remotely Operated Tower), realized with company Saab-Sensis. This development with technology comparable to the DLR approach run in parallel to the DLR activities and has undergone already several validation trials, partly under the European SESAR joint undertaking (project 6.9.3). Michael Ellinger of company Frequentis/Austria will present the industrial development “smartVISION”. His focus will be on advancements in the automation aspects (detection and tracking).

References (see also the “General References” and “Publications” sections 15.2, 15.3 in the Annex):


2.1 Definitions

As results of the discussion of the first Remote Tower (RapTOr) workshop in 2006 the following definitions were found (modified):

Virtual Tower (ViTo):
Replacement of conventional Tower out-of-windows view by tower-less control center with high quality real time videopanorama reconstruction should provide for only moderately changed work conditions & training procedures. Not necessarily a 3D reconstruction. Sufficient electronic surveillance data for data fusion with video and IR surveillance could be a basis for a synthetic vision Virtual Reality display system with advanced functions like arbitrary perspective and distance selection.

Augmented TWR Vision (ATV):
Superimposition of 3D or 2D Data / Symbology on external world
a) Visual see through: superimposition of Data / graphics via transparent display (e.g. head mounted retinal scanning, head-up holographic projection)
b) Video see through: superimposition of data / graphics on real time video (e.g. Approach Radar, GPS/ADS-B, with geo-coordinate reference)

Remote Tower Operation / Remotely operated Tower (RTO/ROT):
Control of a small airport or apron areas from a remote location: RTO workplace located in distant tower of a larger airport or in a Remote Tower Center

Remote Tower Center (RTC)
RTO / ROT Center for remote control of several several airports. Option for single operator control under sufficiently low traffic and with the help of decision support systems.

2.2 List of goals, technical aspects and achievements

During the first RapTOr workshop at DLR / Braunschweig in 2006 the discussion concluded the following fundamental aspects:

General RTO Goals
- Keep work processes as close as possible to established ones
- Keeping human in the loop
- Investigate importance of visual cues: Visual cues database
- Feasibility of RTO with regard to cost reduction (small airports)
- Set up of RTO simulation environment
- Verification & validations: performance changes of hum. Operator with RTO?
- Safety analysis / Regulatory aspects (ICAO)

Technical issues
- Cameras + projection / displays with sufficient dynamic range & resolution
- Communication links: bandwidth no issue but cost?
- Techniques for keeping human in the loop: RTO workplace design require-ments
- Evaluate other sensors for integration (ADS-B, multilateration,....

Achievements
- Requirements from TWR work analysis
- RTO/RTC simulation system at DLR/Braunschweig
- Experimental systems in Braunschweig (DLR), Erfurt, and Malmö/Sweden
- Shadow mode testing in Sweden and Germany

Organisational issue
- Establish network for info exchange and standardisation: -> SESAR Valida-tion Projects 6.9.3 (NORACON), 6.9.4 (DFS-DLR, since 2012)

RAiCe Goals
- Derive requirements based on work and task analysis and simulations
- Set up of RTO/RTC simulation environment for two-airport control
- Define RTC scenarios and work environments based on simulations
- Investigate and develop appropriate theoretical and methodological back-ground
- Development of advanced videopanorama system base on RApTOr system
- Investigate possibilities of movement detection, PTZ tracking, and Aug-mented Vision
- Setup and Investigate remote high bandwidth connection with remote airport
- Build RTC demonstrator at distant airport for validation trials
- Prepare and perform passive shadow mode tests under quasi operational conditions

RAiCe Technical issues
- Improved HD camera and panorama display system
- Bayer conversion, compression, and image processing
- Design and test of long distance broadband video transmission. Delay times and stability is-sues
- Augmented vision, data fusion, object tracking (PTZ-camera control)
- Simulation facilities for RTO fast-time and human-in-the-loop simulations
- RTO-demonstrator for shadow mode tests under quasi operational condi-tions.

RAiCe Achievements
- RTO requirements analysis based on domain experts interviews and two-airport scenarios
- Several Fast-time, human-in-the-loop and part task RTO- and RTC-simulation campaigns
- Use of advanced measurement (e.g.eye tracking) and data analysis tech-niques
- establishment of theory based data analysis for objective metrics (SDT) and (cognitive) model-ing approaches
- New HD-technology cameras and panorama display system
- 50 Mbit connection between remote (Erfurt) camera system and 200° x 60° wide angle HD-technology videopanorama
- Passive shadow mode tests at Erfurt airport with reproducible flight scenarios using DLR test aircraft for aerodrome circling and maneuver detection tasks. Quantification by subjective and objective metrics and direct comparison tower vs. RTO

RAiCe Organisational issues / Cooperations
- DLR-DFS Cooperation RAiCon (2010-2012): -> Validation experiments at Erfurt airport
### 2.3 Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30</td>
<td><strong>Registration (Hermann-Blenk Lecture Hall)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:15</td>
<td>Welcome &amp; Introduction to Workshop (D. Kügler)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:30</td>
<td>Project RAiCe: Overview (N. Fürstenau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:55</td>
<td>Work Analysis for Remote Tower Center Control (A. Papenfuss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:20</td>
<td>RAiCe Experimental System and DLR-DFS Cooperation „RAICON“ (M. Schmidt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:40</td>
<td>RTO-Software System (M. Rudolph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td><strong>Break (walk to building 117, Inst. of Flight Guidance, ground level, Tower Simulator)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:20</td>
<td>Fast Time Simulations and RTC – Simulation Environment (S. Schier, S. Lorenz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:50</td>
<td>Live-Demonstration (M. Schmidt, M. Rudolph)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:20</td>
<td><strong>Lunch Break (Hermann-Blenk Lecture Hall - Foyer)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:10</td>
<td>The Role of Workload for Work Organization in a Remote Tower Control Center (C. Möhlenbrink)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:35</td>
<td>Image Processing and Object-Tracking (W. Halle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>The Swedish Perspective on Remote Tower (G. Lindquist, LFV/Sweden)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:25</td>
<td><strong>Break</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:45</td>
<td>smartVISION – A new approach for video based surveillance for ATC (M. Ellinger, Frequentis/Austria)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:10</td>
<td>DLR-DFS Cooperation „RAiCon“: Validation Experiments &amp; Results (M. Friedrich)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:35</td>
<td>Outlook, Perspectives, Discussion (N. Fürstenau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00</td>
<td><strong>End of Workshop</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Project RAiCe: Overview

Norbert Fürstenau

3.1 Remote Tower Operation

Remote Tower Operation (RTO) describes the goal of remote control of small airports and of movement areas of large airports which are not directly visible from the control tower. Project RAiCe continued the DLR-Project RapTOr (2005 – 2008) and the initial Virtual Tower study ViTo (2002 - 2004). Within RAiCe an improved HD-technology videopanorama was developed and initial validation experiments performed together with DFS under more realistic passive shadow-mode conditions. Another goal was the setup and testing of the long-distance connection between a DFS-controlled remote airport and the experimental Remote Tower Center (RTC) of the DLR-Institute of Flight Guidance at Braunschweig Airport. Results of tower work and task analyses and simulation experiments showed the importance of the direct far view out of the tower windows and of visual cues for establishing the controllers' situation awareness under present day work conditions. This finding provided the initial motivation for developing the digital high resolution augmented vision video panorama in combination with a pan-tilt zoom camera (PTZ) as main component of the RTO Human Machine Interface (HMI) that replaces the direct out-of-windows view of the conventional control tower.

Within the previous DLR project RapTOr (2005-2007) a first experimental RTO-system for initial field testing was realized at the Braunschweig research airport.

Figure 1: Braunschweig Airport with main runway in east–west direction. Red lines indicate camera segments of initial 180° high resolution (UXGA) video panorama system, operating 2004-2012; red circle: camera location; yellow lines: fiber-optic high speed data network, thick line indicating 600 m Gbit link for video transmission.

A PC-cluster for image processing and compression at the camera position allows for storing panorama and zoom data (roughly 20 GByte of data per hour). This feature provides the possibility of complete panorama replay. The live 180°-video panorama of the initial system with synchronized video stream from four high resolution (UXGA) cameras and the remotely controlled PTZ-camera were displayed on five high resolution monitors. Interaction of the operator with the panorama system (cameras, weather station, stereo microphone) is performed via pen touch-input display. Field tests with expert and non-expert observers proved the visual resolution to match the theoretically expected value of ca. 1/30° (pixel resolution) if viewing conditions provide sufficient object-background contrast. This resolution is about half as good as the diffraction limited value of the human eye (1 arc min).

Based on the experience gained with the original system with 3 / 4 – camera and display format and UXGA resolution an improved (200°-) video-panorama system with 16 / 9 HD-video standard was developed with increased vertical viewing angle (60°) in order to meet the operator requirements. As core of the RTO HMI a high resolution video panorama system was set up at Braunschweig research airport as experimental environment for investigation of different technical and psychological aspects and for the development of a demonstrator. Figure 2 shows the panorama camera system consisting of four latest technology digital high resolution cameras (1600 x 1200 pixel, 14 bit dynamic range) as basic sensor system, with an additional remotely controlled pan-tilt zoom (PTZ) camera. The system operates at a frame rate of 25 Hz and provides a theoretical angular resolution of ca. 2 arcmín.
which is half of that of the human eye (1 arcmin). The RTO operators console with five UXGA monitors for reconstructing a 180° panorama view and the zoom image, with pen touch input display as interaction device is shown in Figure 2 (Right).

Figure 2: Left: RTO sensor system with five HD-format panorama cameras and pan-tilt zoom (PTZ) camera on top, mounted on roof platform of Erfurt-tower (height 41 m). (see contribution of Schmidt). Right: RTO videopanorama display system with five HD-format displays for 200° view. Setup at DLR RTC-Simulator facilities for live transmission from Erfurt airport (200 km, with 50 Mbit/s).

The touch input display allows for remote control of the PTZ camera via a virtual joystick or pointing at a target position in a miniature version of the panorama, refreshed with a reduced rate of 5 Hz. Alternatively automatic tracking based on object movement detection can be selected for the PTZ. Electronic flight strips and diverse communication and control buttons are optionally included for field testing (see section 3.5 and 8).

3.2 Features Beyond Conventional Control Towers

The digitally reconstructed panoramic out-of-windows view allows for several automation features which are not available within the conventional control tower environment. Besides image processing based automatic movement detection (e.g. using optical flow and background subtraction algorithms), augmented vision is of particular interest: flight data or real-time aircraft position information obtained via (Mode-S) transponder from approach radar, from a multilateration system or from ADSB-GPS / Satellite navigation may be integrated at the display coordinate of the respective aircraft.

Under reduced visibility Augmented Tower Vision (ATV) feature allows for localizing the a/c near the correct geographical position. In addition contours of the movement areas may be superimposed on the reconstructed panorama for guiding the operator’s attention during darkness or reduced visibility. Position data, e.g. from movement detection and approach radar allow for automatic PTZ-positioning and aircraft tracking by means of the zoom camera. Some of these features were demonstrated already within the previous project RApTOr.

Figure 3: Augmented vision features with DLR test aircraft during approach: high-lighted 3°-glide path (violet), transponder code and multilateration position (yellow), A/C position from automatic movement...
detection (numbered square), superimposed GPS trajectories (red: dense points represent distant movement, sparse points (high angular velocity) are nearby positions). Digital data transmission between camera and display systems with 0.5 km distance in between is performed via a GBit ethernet, employing high performance PC clusters at camera and display locations for compression and de-compression. A system for real-time image processing with the uncompressed video data operates in parallel to the panorama system at 5 Hz. A full day of high resolution panorama data (0.5 to 1 TByte) is continuously stored into 2.5 TByte memory for replay.

### 3.3 Remote Tower Center

The RTO technology allows for realization of a Remote Tower Center (RTC) which combines several RTO workplaces for two or more remotely controlled airports from a central location, each airport equipped with its own high resolution camera system. Together with the live video stream all local airport data like approach radar, weather and radio communication with pilots are transmitted to the RTC workplace. RTC together with the RTO-specific automation tools allows for new and more efficient control tower work organization. One aspect, e.g. is a common clearance delivery work position for several airports.

![Figure 4: DLR Simulation Facility for Remote Tower Center Human-in-the-loop experiments (see contribution of A. Papenfuß, section 4)](image)

### 3.4 RTC-Simulator and Validation of New Procedures

Validation of specific operational procedures, matched to the new RTC work environment requires a special RTO / RTC simulator in order to iteratively optimize the work situation within a process of participative design, i.e. with repeated feedback by tower controllers as domain experts. A high fidelity RTO/RTC simulator environment was realized as component of the DLR tower simulator. It provides the possibility to simulate the view from different (panorama) camera positions and to create reproducible traffic scenarios of different complexity. Within the DLR project RAiCe several simulation phases with controllers from different regional and international airports showed the principle feasibility of remote control, even with a single operator responsible for two airports.

![Figure 5: Dual airport control by single operator (see contribution of Möhlenbrink et al., section 11, [34] [35][36][39][42])] (image)
3.5 Experiments under Real World Conditions: Passive Shadow Mode Tests

Within a cooperation between DLR and the German air navigation service provider DFS validation experiments under passive shadow mode conditions were performed at the local tower of the DFS-controlled remote traffic airport in Erfurt under more realistic operational conditions. For this purpose, besides the Braunschweig research airport the second regional airport was equipped with the improved HD-technology video panorama system. It also served for verifying the stable long distance (ca. 200 km) live video stream transmission to the RTC-testbed in Braunschweig which was realized with a 50 MBit/s connection.

Resources for passive shadow mode tests under controlled conditions and reproducible scenarios were included in the initial RAiCe planning phase. The detailed validation plan for use of the DLR (DO 227) test aircraft D-CODE was developed during the last year of RAiCe and was based on aerodrome circling within the Erfurt control zone. Besides the typical operational procedures it included a series of events like altitude changes and gear-out/gear-in situations during approach for allowing the derivation of detectability indices with two-alternative decision tasks (yes/no answers) and analysis using signal detection theory (SDT). Within these experiments a direct comparison between tower out-of-windows observation and RTO condition was possible.

Figure 6: GPS-track of test aircraft during passive shadow mode experiments at DFS-controlled airport in Erfurt, July 2012 showing aerodrome traffic circuit with numbered events like bank angle (1) and altitude changes (4) indicating TWR/ATC and remote/RTC decision times (see contribution by Friedrich, this volume).

Examples of dual-choice decision task analysis using SDT for comparing tower-view discriminability with RTO panorama + PTZ work condition is shown in the following Figures for the case of gear-in / gear-out?, bank angle change, and lights off? observations (decision points B, 1, 9).

Figure 7: ROC (receiver operating characteristics) curves (± 1 σ) with (Hit, False Alarm)-data from response matrix for three different two-alternative decisions. Decision making under tower and RTO work condition (average for eight subjects, 7 observations each per event) depicting discriminability index d' of Tower observation to be a factor 2 – 3 larger than for RTO-CWP, and lights-off decision apparently not discriminable at all at the respective decision point with RTO (preliminary results, worst case analysis; for details see [48]).

For a discussion of d' and other detectability indices within the context of video frame rate requirements and field testing see Ellis et al. (2011) [38][40] and Fürstenau et al. (2012, 2013)[47][48] in the publication list at the end, and Fürstenau et al. on page 32, this volume.
3.6 Videopanorama Contrast Aspects

The quality of the reconstructed videopanorama out-of-windows view as compared to the direct view out-of-tower windows is determined by the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the videopanorama system. The pixel resolution mentioned above is given by the Nyquist limit of the resolvable spatial frequency = 1/(2 pixelsize, ), i.e. 2 pixel / light-dark cycle. Usually the camera / display contrast has decreased down to < 20 % of its maximum value so that the discriminability of small objects is expected well below this 1 pixel limit (i.e. minimum detectible object size is well above 1 pixel / bright line on dark background) as depicted in Figure 8 for the example of a HD-format color video camera with Beyer conversion:

![Figure 8: Measured Modulation Transfer Functions (MTF, abssissa:spatial frequency / cycles/pixel) of presently used HD-camera system. Obtained from line spread function and FFT at black-white edge; Canon lens, f = 14 mm [60].](image)

The relevant angular resolution (human eye ca. 1 arcmin under optimum contrast conditions) of the camera depends on the lens focal width and may be obtained from the measured cycles/pixel value to first order via the Gaussian lens equation [60]. Of course the operator's object detectibility, besides observer-display distance and image (pixel) size also depends on the dynamic range (standard is 8 bit/pixel) and absolut contrast of the camera – display system, digital image preprocessing and the observers contrast sensitivity function, although the latter is not relevant when only the relative performance between different video-based systems is of interest.

The contrast (i.e. MTF) of color cameras can be assumed to be lower when measured with standard (black – white) calibration images as compared to that one of comparable black-white cameras. This is particularly true when removing the IR-filter from the b/w camera lens which is required for the color system. In that case black-white systems have the advantage of higher (average) quantum efficiency and semiconductor/CCD IR-sensitivity (up to ca 1 µm / 5% quantum efficiency). Besides this aspect significant sensitivity and contrast differences are reported between CCD and CMOS-camera technologies.

The usage of IR and thermal sensors as basic RTO-surveillance elements for improving detectability is proposed by one of the industrial developers (Frequentis, [9]). A possible superior performance of this approach for RTO of small airports, as compared to the standard (visible) videopanorama with PTZ, has still to be quantified, and like any other solution will depend on the fulfillment of many functions and requirements (besides detectability) derived from the TWR-operation work analysis, safety analysis, and the final acceptance by the domain experts.
4 Work Analysis for Remote Tower Center Control

Anne Papenfuß

The idea for a remote tower center (RTC) is that two or more airports with simple layout and little IFR traffic are controlled out of one center. Such a concept for a work environment was investigated within the project RAiCe. The concept is economically attractive for ANSPs, as a reduction of staffing costs is expected. Nevertheless, a remote tower center should be designed in a way that air traffic controllers are able to provide a safe and efficient flow of air traffic. Several possibilities of organizing tasks and responsibilities within this RTC are possible. In order to develop operational valid requirements for a remote tower center, it was one goal within the project RAiCe to understand the impact of work organization, workplace design and technical solutions on the work of the tower controllers.

A set of high-fidelity studies and laboratory studies were conducted. These studies provided empirical data on visual attention distribution, the mental traffic picture, workload as well as critical traffic situations in RTC operations.

In a first simulation campaign (01/2010, e.g. [34]) working at a conventional tower (tower simulator) was compared with working air traffic at the RTO workplace. A main focus was set on the relevance of information derived by the far view and the usefulness of information provided by additional information augmentation into the far view. The second simulation campaign (06/2010) set a focus into investigation of different work organizations within a remote tower center.

A central research question is, under which conditions one controller could control two airports at the same time and in which situations it is impossible to do so. In general, controlling two airports at the same time is a cognitive challenging task. Working a complex task in teams is one solution to meet demands regarding information acquisition, handling the dynamics of the environment and the coordination of several actions. An established work organization of tower control, consisting of executive and coordination controller, was applied to RTC operations and compared to a single operator, working two airports at the same time and two operators, each working one airport (control condition).

In order to understand the role of teamwork within RTC operations in detail, a case study of a traffic situation worked by the controller team was conducted, that was rated highly demanding within the single operator condition. Taskwork and teamwork processes within the controller team were identified. Explicitly, the team demonstrated a monitoring behavior of the performance of the other team member and adaptive task assignment to back-up the team member. Those behaviors enabled the team to work smoothly through the situation.

Whilst team processes like cross-monitoring and backup can help to ensure safety within a RTC, a flexible assignment of tasks is a challenge as responsibilities always need to be clear. Overall, the results of the studies conducted in this work package, provide an empirical basis for future remote tower center concepts.
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Figure 10: Timeflow of traffic and work of two cooperating controllers (executive and coordinator) [42]
5 RAiCe Experimental System and DLR-DFS Cooperation RAiCon

Markus Schmidt

One of the basic conditions of the RAiCe project is the implementation of an RTO-environment at a second airport. It serves for demonstrating the next level of hard and software solutions, and for preparing and executing the RTO-passive shadow mode test at this airport. For these aims we could enlist the German ANSP DFS for the Remote Airport Cooperation – RaiCon project which contains as subproject of RAiCe parts of the work packages wp. 3 and wp. 4.

The cooperation starts with the discussion and the breakdown of the requirement specifications with the DFS-experts. The analysis shows that it is impossible to consider all of these requirements in one affordable RTO design. This concerns the selection of numbers of cameras corresponding the number of displays for the panoramic view, the visual resolution and the vertical field of view.

Table 5.1 shows these options, with the different focuses.

The crucial factor for the selection of one of these options was the vertical FOV, according to the requirement controlling an altitude of 1000 ft. above the runway in the panoramic view. So the RTO-system setup was defined with the following characteristics according to option 1:
- 5 industrial HD-cameras, 2/3”-CCD-technology, with f = 8 mm lenses
- single camera houses with heated and air blaster cleaned front glass
- 1 PanTiltZoom-camera (PTZ) with VGA-resolution, continuously horizontally rotatable and a tilt angle from -30° to 90°

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers of cameras / displays</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
<th>Option 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical / horizontal FOV</td>
<td>66° / 190°</td>
<td>46° / 182°</td>
<td>34° / 190°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution / Ca. 2 arc minute per pixel</td>
<td>Ca. 1.44 arc minute per pixel</td>
<td>Ca. 1 arc minute per pixel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main focus</td>
<td>High FOV</td>
<td>Medium FOV and resolution</td>
<td>High resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conclusions</td>
<td>Medium effort</td>
<td>Affordable but realistic</td>
<td>High effort, huge required space for the R-CWP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Details of panoramic camera systems for RTO

Figure 10: Panorama camera and PTZ setup on top of the Erfurt Control Towers shows the setup of the RTO-system mounted on the roof platform of the tower Erfurt. In addition the components for data transfer and power supply in the electronic cabinet and the air blast cleaner are well indicated.

The installation of the camera system took place after a complete assembling and tests at the DLR in Braunschweig. This concerns also an EMP-test of the complete camera and broadcasting system to prove successfully, that no radio emissions interfere with the DFS antenna equipment on the tower roof. It is also of particular importance that the design of the camera and broadcast system follows the DFS lightning protection and the power supply concept for DFS operating ATM-systems.

Another goal of the RAiCon cooperation was the concept, implementation and the start-up of a high bandwidth wide area network (WAN) between Brunswick and Erfurt for the data transfer of the video streams. This peer-to-peer connection is provided by T-Systems the DLR IT-SP including a bandwidth of 50 Mbit/sec, the router/switching devices at both points and an all-inclusive service.
Figure 11: Panorama camera and PTZ setup on top of the Erfurt Control Tower

This network is that it is decoupled from the DLR-domain as well as from the internal DFS-network so that data security at both sides of the connection is guaranteed. Figure 11 shows the concept of this permanent line between Bra and Erfurt.

Figure 12: Concept of the WAN-connection between Braunschweig and Erfurt

During prototyping the camera sensor system the RAiCon team together with DFS-experts in the fields of ATC, engineering and safety discuss the concept and the design of the RTO controller working position (R-CWP). Within two design workshops the participants designed the R-CWP based on the requirement specifications and other conditions.
The result is a prototype of R-CWP on the basis of the latest DFS controller console with three information respectively input levels (see Figure 3). The development and the installation of the R-CWP in a control room besides the tower building were made by DFS engineers. The R-CWP includes in addition to the panoramic view and the control and display monitor for the PTZ camera also the displays of the essential operational ATM systems. A similar setup without these ATM systems is located in the TOWER-LAB at the DLR in Brunswick. It is used as development environment and particular to demonstrate the excellent data transmission performance of the WAN connection between Brunswick and Erfurt, i.e. the transmission of the video streams over several hundreds of kilometers. Determinations of the delay times between an event in Erfurt and the display in the panoramic view in Brunswick have shown values near 300 msec, in which the data transfer requires ca. 20 msec and the remaining time is necessary for the video recording and processing at both sides of the connection.

The described camera sensor system together with the R-CWP in Erfurt is the technical basis for the validation tests in the context of SESAR WP 6.8.4. Details of these tests and an overview of the software specification are subjects of further chapters within this volume.
6 RAiCe Software

Michael Rudolph

The RAiCe software is based on the software that was developed within the previous DLR project RapTOr. To be more flexible to use the software in other environments and with other hardware, it has been further developed.

The general data path of a video stream in the remote tower software is shown in figure 1.

![Diagram of data path of video stream]

The images are captured in the camera that transfers them to a grabber. In case of the most high quality industry cameras the images are in the Bayer color format. The grabber has to interpolate a RGB color image from the raw picture with an adequate algorithm to provide the best quality possible with preferably low delay. From the previous project we inherit the possibility to use any kind of grabber that delivers Microsoft DirectShow drivers and the support of a CameraLink grabber from Silicon Software. Within the project RAiCe we extend the support of usable grabbers to a GigE Vision grabber from Silicon Software and any kind of GigE Vision camera over a standard network interface card. In case of a network interface card the Bayer interpolation has to be done in software. We developed an algorithm that is fast and that allows to do some image processing without extra delay. In addition a network interface card is far cheaper than a special grabber card. Furthermore we have a grabber for simulated cameras in the DLR tower simulator, so we can use the same software in the real world and in the synthetic DLR simulation environment.

The output of the grabber is split in two paths. The first path is connected to the object detection and the second records and transfers the stream to the remote location. In the previous project RapTOr we used an MJPEG encoder because of the limited computational power at this moment and the unlimited bandwidth in the local network. Within the project RAiCe we switched to an MPEG4 encoder to transfer the high definition video stream to a remote location with limited bandwidth. After the stream is encoded, it is split again to the file recorder for playback and the sender that encrypts the data and transfers it to the remote location. The receiver forwards the decrypted stream to the video decoder that again forwards the decoded video to the display.

After the first commissioning of the redesigned system at the remote airport we had to blank out some public areas (streets, parking) for reasons of privacy. Furthermore there are some movement areas with dark asphalt (e.g. heliport). If dark objects are inside of these areas, the contrast of the captured images was not good enough for the controller to recognize them. So we had to enhance the contrast at these areas to a level where it is possible to detect these objects. Figure 2 shows on the left side the original image of the heliport with a black helicopter and on the right side the contrast enhanced image.
To control the pan tilt zoom camera manually, we developed a display that offers several possibilities to navigate the camera. On the top right side you can find a number of preset buttons and buttons for static commands like move, zoom or clean. Below this there is a kind of wind rose. The inner circle serves as “virtual joystick” where you can seamlessly move the camera in a specified direction in a specified speed. The outer ring is to set the desired pan position. The actual position and field of view of the camera is shown there in yellow color. On the left side of the ring you find the corresponding item to set the tilt position. Outside of the ring are the fields to set the predefined zoom factors. At the bottom left there is a reduced version of the video panorama. If you click inside of this image, the camera moves to the accordingly position. The position of the camera is shown in the video panorama by a yellow frame. First trials showed that this helps orienting when users manually control the camera.

A survey of controllers showed that an automated tracking of the pan tilt zoom camera would be very helpful. Our remote tower software offers the automatic tracking of aircrafts by multilateration data and positions from the object detection. One of the next steps will be the integration of Mode-S ADSB data.
7 Image Processing and Object Tracking

Jürgen Wohlfeil, Ines Ernst and Winfried Halle

Small airports have a common characteristic in having only few of aviation activities per day. Control tower operators have to react in normal case only in this phase. In other time slots they have to be in a “stand by process”. In any cases of non-planned situations of aircraft flights or movements of other objects at the airport or apron the operators have also to observe the situation or have to react adequately. A selective marker in the images of the real time view could help the (remote) tower operator to focus the attention to mowing objects.

For this task an automatic scene analysis in form of an image data processing together with an object tracker is implemented in the virtual tower system. In the system two different image processing approaches are realized with specific advantages and drawbacks; they are running in parallel Optical Flow Analysis and region tracking algorithm with background estimation. The overall result is a combination of both highlighted in the augmented vision.

7.1 Object detection via Optical Flow Analysis

is similar to the human peripheral vision. This approach detects objects due to their motion in a series of subsequent images. First, the corners of the image are selected as features, according to Shi and Tomasi [1994] (shown as white dots in the figure). Next, these features are tracked with the KLT-Tracker (Kanade, Lucas, Tomasi “Detection and Tracking of Point Features” [1991]) through a block of eight subsequent images. As both, feature detector and tracker have to be very sensitive in order to support the detection of small (and distant) objects as well, the majority of the features will be tracked wrong. Two techniques are used in order to disclose and erase wrongly tracked features.

First, the features are redundantly tracked back from the last image of a block back to the first image (Wohlfeil "Optical Orientation Measurement for Remote Sensing Systems with Small Auxiliary Image Sensors" [2010]). By comparing the initial and final position of a tracked feature in the first image, wrongly tracked features can be determined due to the significant (> 1 pixel) distance between these positions.

![Figure 17: Example of Object tracking with optical flow (scene Erfurt airport)](image)

Features, that move less than a pixel during the block of eight images are regarded as features from static objects and ignored (red dots in the figure). All remaining features are displayed in the figure as red crosses with a red line showing their current motion.
For the second check it is assumed the relevant objects move almost linear within the short periods of eight frames, and so their features in the images. This way more wrongly tracked and irrelevant features can be erased.

Another problem is the motion of the clouds and their shadows. They move linear and without a human understanding of the scene they have all attributes of real moving objects in the sky or on the ground, respectively. Anyway, by means of the tracked features in the sky, the mean cloud motion in object space can be determined by assuming that all clouds are in a height of 1000 meters and move in almost the same direction during several minutes. By knowing the mean cloud motion on object space, the mean cloud motion in image space is calculated (blue lines in the upper part of the figure). Features in the sky, which move the same as the clouds do, are regarded as features of clouds (dark red in the figure). Features which move in a different direction or with different speed are features of objects.

Finally, the remaining features are clustered to objects (yellow circles in the figure) and tracked through multiple blocks of images, assuming almost linear motion of the objects also during longer periods of time.

7.2 The region tracking algorithm based on background estimation

This algorithm yields many false positive candidates especially for moving clouds in the sky. On the other hand the implemented feature tracking algorithm based on optical flow doesn't give a size or form estimation for the object candidates.

Figure 18: Combination of both algorithms (green and blue are detected objects in the image)
In the first step sufficiently reliable candidates are detected with both approaches which are then fused on the object level. Only candidates detected and tracked with both approaches in a series of subsequent images are sent as detected objects to the server system.

7.3 Classification of objects

The previous two explained algorithms have the general task and characteristic to detect moving aircrafts. Especially the optical flow algorithm will lose sight of the detected moving aircraft at once when it will stop. Also the object detection with the background estimation is not able to detect longer the tacked object. After a small period (depending on a "forgetting-factor" the object will become background itself.

Other algorithmic approaches for image interpretation of static objects, especially for not moving aircrafts, are needed. For this task classification algorithms were developed. Before realizing the classification itself, it is important to find linearly independent and robust features which can separate the class "aircraft". Also different assumptions were considered. Firstly nearly all of the aircrafts have on the surface some white shapes which are in general homogenous in the grey values. Secondary, they are in general brighter than the background (soil, grass, apron or runway. Above the horizon the effect can be the opposite; it could be the impression that they are darker than the sky as background. For this reason each image is split between above and below the horizon was automatically calculated binary mask to uses although different algorithms for the feature generation.

Initially the total raw image was transformed in the YUV color space form the RGB image. Than a new color feature was created: Feature_4 = (abs(yuv_image(2,*,*)* Maske(*,*) - yuv_image(1,*,*)* Maske(*,*)) (s. also figure below)

Making the analysis more robust against the illumination variability in the images big clusters were searched which have corresponding similar grey values (these cluster are mostly the aprons surfaces or the surrounding grass; here the mean illumination can be directly detected and will normalize the classification feature.

![Figure 19: Further color feature (Erfurt Camera 3). Clusters for illumination normalization](image)

Regarding the results of the classification diverse scenes were analyzed taken with different cameras of the RTO-system in Braunschweig (1600x1400 pixel camera format) and with the new system in Erfurt (HD-camera format (vertical))
8 DLR-DFS Cooperation RAiCon: Validation Experiments and Results

Maik Friedrich

This presentation describes the validation of a Remote Tower Control workplace (CWP-remote). The study shows how Air Traffic Control Officers (ATCOs) observe traffic from a traditional Controller Working Position at the airport tower (CWP-tower) in comparison to a Controller Working Position at a remote location (CWP-remote). Shadow-mode trials were used to cover perceptual, operational and human factors aspects of the validation. A re-search car was used to position static objects on the airfield to discriminate the detectability of objects with a fixed size. In addition to the static objects a DLR aircraft was used as research vehicle to fly different manoeuvres within the aerodrome. These manoeuvres allow insights on the detectability of an aircraft within different distances from the tower and the gathering of operation information about an aircraft status. ATCOs from the Deutsche Flugsicherung (DFS) participating in the validation, answered questions online, synchronised on both workplaces in parallel addressing operational relevant decisions and ATCOs' perception. The results give insights on the differences between the two working positions especially the replacement of the out-the-window view with a live panoramic video reconstruction of the aerodrome, augmented by a manually controllable pan-tilt zoom camera.
9 Remote Tower Center Simulation Environment

Sebastian Schier

The Institute of Flight Guidance operates one of the most modern simulation facilities for ATM purposes in the world. The so called “air traffic validation centre” provides a number of advanced simulators for human in the loop trials. Out of these the Apron- and Tower Simulator (ATS) was used for the validation of the RAiCe concepts.

In general the ATS is operated by providing a close to reality working place for Apron- and Tower controllers. The simulation software “Narsim” calculates the aircraft movements and offers all necessary graphical interfaces (e.g. approach radar, weather display, etc.) to the controller. The aircraft positions are also handed over to the image generation software “ALICE” which displays the aircraft as 3D objects in a virtual world. This image is then used to show the view from the tower (or apron) control on the airfield. The interaction between controllers and the aircrafts are driven by so called pseudo pilots. These pilots are trained in ATC phraseology and aircraft operations. Within the simulations they maintain radio contact with the controller and operate the aircraft.
To perform the Remote Tower trials within the project RaiCe the department of ATM-simulation had to change the hardware infrastructure of the Apron- and Tower Simulator. The RAiCe 1 trials required a remote tower working station in close connection to the Apron- and Tower Simulator. Therefore the remote tower working place designed by the department of system ergonomics was integrated into the 200° visual system of the ATS and connected to the software systems of the ATS. Within RAiCe 2 this setup was updated with a new remote tower working place, being capable of showing information for two airports.
In 2010 a general revision of the Apron- and Tower Simulator had to be done. Outdated Technology, upcoming new requirements and reduction of maintenance costs caused this revision. Especially the experiences from RAiCe could be used to define requirements for the revised Apron and Tower Simulator. Thereby the so called TowerLab was designed making it possible to easily design and evaluate new tower working places. Furthermore the TowerLab is capable of simulating Remote Tower Center operations which makes it possible to take steps beyond the RAiCe objectives and to continue this research.

Figure 26: Remote Tower Center simulation within the TowerLab

10 Process Model for the Assessment of Controller Workload using FTS

Sandro Lorenz

The workload an air traffic controllers has to cope with is typically determined within a Human-li-the-loop real time simulation setup. Due to the fact that such simulations require a considerable amount of preparation work it might be favorable e.g. to reduce the number of potential scenarios or exercises. This selection can be supported using an appropriate Fast Time Simulation model in a preceding task. For this purpose the model of choice should be able to cover the interaction of pilot and controller to a certain extent.

In the context of the research work described here the basic FTS tool Simmod PRO! was enhanced to process aspects of air/ground communication [57].
Figure 27: Exemplary process chart of the FTS model

After calibration of the model, in this case accomplished by a comparison of number and duration of chosen communication events, several traffic samples were analyzed in regard to special operational situations (e.g. simultaneous landings on local and remote airport).


11 The Role of Workload for Work Organization in a Remote Tower Control Center*

Christoph Moehlenbrink, Anne Papenfuss and Joern Jakobi

This research focuses on the role of workload for work organization in a future remote control tower center. Currently, a tower is equipped with a controller team that maintains the declared surface movement rate under all weather conditions within the aerodrome visibility operational level (AVOL), while maintaining the required level of safety. Novel concepts consider remote control of multiple regional airports from a control center. In a simulator study at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Flight Guidance, a remote center working environment was realized for controlling two regional airports. In a three-factor experimental design we investigated different work organizations and their effects on workload. In addition, expert observers identified safety critical ATC situations. The results are discussed with respect to what can be learned for work organization and future ATC concepts. This paper aims at better understanding the basic conditions an air traffic controller needs to meet his obligations. Such knowledge is indispensable when developing novel concepts for remote control of regional airports.

(*published in Air Traffic Control Quarterly, Vol 20, Number 1 2012)
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**12 Remote Towers: Videopanorama Frame Rate Requirements Derived from Visual Discrimination of Deceleration during Simulated Aircraft Landing**

N. Fürstenau, M. Mittendorf, S. R. Ellis

In order to determine the required visual frame rate (FR) for minimizing prediction errors with out-the-window video displays at remote/virtual airport towers, thirteen active air traffic controllers viewed high dynamic fidelity simulations of landing aircraft and decided whether aircraft would stop as if to be able to make a turnoff or whether a runway excursion would be expected. The viewing conditions and simulation dynamics replicated visual rates and environments of transport aircraft landing at small commercial airports. The required frame rate was estimated from the FR-extrapolation of event probabilities conditional on predictions (stop, no-stop), and from a model fit to the perceptual discriminability A (average area under all proper ROC-curves) as dependent on FR. Decision errors are biased towards preference of overshoot and appear due to illusionary increase in speed at low frames rates. Both extrapolations yield a framerate requirement FRmin of 35 < FRmin < 40 Hz which is compared with published results [1] on shooter game scores. Definitive recommendations require further experiments with FR > 30 Hz.
Figure 29: Participant at a simulation console judging the outcome of a landing aircraft just after touchdown. Approach on the rightmost monitor, touchdown is on the left side of second monitor from the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative Stimuli</th>
<th>Response for 3 Video Framerates: Probability Estimates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-stop predicted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Deceleration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-stop Stimulus S1</td>
<td>p(no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Deceleration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stop Stimulus S2</td>
<td>p(no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Response Matrix of landing simulation/framerate experiments: C = correct rejection, FA = false alarm, M = Misses, H = Hit rate

Figure 30: Left: ROC space (H, FA) with average data points for 13 subject (60 landing observations each), group averages (black crosses) for 3 different video frame rates, and corresponding isosensitivity curves (solid, parametrized by index A = average area under ROC curves) and isobias curves (decision criteria, dotted, parametrized by likelihood ratio). Discriminability A increases with video framerate FR (maximum A = 1 = 100% : M = FA = 0). Right Figure: Bayes inference probabilities for false decision: upper probabilities with linear regression for unexpected no-stop stimulus S1 = rwy overshoot, contrary to prediction “stop”; lower probabilities with lin. Regression for unexpected stop stimulus S2, contrary to prediction no-stop. Extrapolations indicate 35-40 video frames per second minimum for zero prediction errors under linear model.
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13 The Swedish approach to Remote TWR Research, Development and Implementation

Göran Lindquist (LFV)

The initial Remote TWR steps in Sweden were taken 6 years ago. The ANS management requested a live proof of concept. The driving force was the cost benefit potentials, and the large number of controlled regional airports with few daily IFR scheduled movements. A joint venture project was therefore established between LFV (ANSP) and SAAB (Industry). Contacts were taken with both DLR and DFS to exchange initial experiences in this matter.

Intensive project work during close to 3 years established a remote TWR platform in Malmö, prepared to serve the Ängelholm airport with live remote control in different shadow modes. The trials were more pragmatically than scientifically driven. Several subject matters were involved, i.e. technical design and installations, operational methods, safety, human factors, rules & regulations, etc. All licensed controllers from this ATS participated in successful trials regarding those subject matters. The outcome identified a number of issues and areas for further development.

A number of enhanced features were also introduced in the partly parallel EU sponsored Advanced remote TWR project, with the same participating partners. Overlaid digital info, visual tracking, enhanced visual features of different kinds were tested, and became teasers for the upcoming SESAR projects.

Three other Nordic ANSP partners joined a common bid for a continued development into SESAR. Eurocontrol also joined this initiative. A more generic and common European concept view was envisaged. A joint OSED and associated functional specifications are delivered addressing both the ATC and AFIS segments. The first step is an enhanced Remote TWR application on a single airport and includes three live trials. This will be followed by multiple airport applications evaluated by a simulation and two live trials. The third step is to test the concept for Contingency purposes at larger airports.

![LFV/Saab Remote Tower sensor system (2012)](image-url)
Joint validation objectives for the three single TWR live trials have been formed. The outcome of the first two trials is very promising. 14 controllers from 5 counties participated. The visual reproduction has now reached a very satisfactory level in general. An introduction of a mature visual tracking system is a greatly welcomed enhancement to the ATCO situational awareness, as are the introduction of infrared cameras and additional hot-spot-placed cameras. The ongoing implementation of the first live system in Sundsvall and Örnsköldsvik is challenging. Site acceptance is due this upcoming December, followed by operational validation activities in the first half of 2013. Pending the Swedish NSA approval process an operational introduction should then be executed for permanent usage onwards.

![Multiple Remote TWR Trials](image)

Figure 32: Saab-LFV Multiple Remote Tower Trials 2012/2013


### 14 smartVISION – A new approach for video based surveillance for ATC

Michael Ellinger (Frequentis)

Using video technology as support function for Air Traffic Control Services at Airports is getting more and more popular. Most solutions are focusing on state of the art camera technology with known limitations in low light, direct sunlight or bad weather situations. The Frequentis smartVISION solution is addressing such issues by using advanced camera technologies especially designed for mission critical ground and air surveillance applications in all weather conditions, in combination with automatic detection and tracking algorithms to identify relevant objects on ground and in the air. smartVision provides to controller with an enhanced view of the airfield and the terminal area, augmented with other relevant data such as weather and support information. A close integration with electronic flight strips and other surveillance technologies improves overall situation awareness, efficiency and increases safety. smartVision can be used in various application scenarios such as ground surveillance enhancements, contingency solutions and remote tower deployments.

15 Annex

15.1 Abbreviations

A/C  Aircraft
ADS-B  Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast for GPS-position
ASMGCS  Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control
CWP  controller working position
DLR  Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Aerospace Centre)
GBAS  Ground Based Augmentation System
HD  High Definition (1920 x 1080 pixel Video Format)
GPS  Global Positioning System
IR  Infrared
MODE-S  Radar System with digital datalink between ground stations and A/C transponder
for identification and position information, including ADS-B (GPS) broadcasts
MTF  Modulation Transfer Function
PTZ  Pan Tilt Zoom Camera
RTC  Remote Tower Center
RTO  Remote Tower Operation
SDT  Signal Detection Theory
TWR  Control Tower
ViTo  Virtual Tower
HOLACON  holographic air traffic control
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